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Fear Not!
I actually started writing this article on the plane from the U.S. back to Korea. By the grace of God, I was able to spend some precious
weeks back in the States with my family (and try to get everything arranged so that they could, at long last, rejoin me here). Unfortunately, the
kids’ airline cancelled the flight in August, and it remains to be seen whether the promised flight in September will happen. Sigh!
But “COVID Craziness” (my term) is gripping every aspect of travel planning, as some of you have probably experienced. Some U.S.
states are restricting visitors from other U.S. states; many countries have even stricter prohibitions or extra rules in place. Matter of fact, I learned
less than 24 hours before my flight that, due to the current spike in South Korea COVID cases, all travelers entering Korea had to have a negative
COVID test result from a test administered less than 48 hours before takeoff! Let me tell you how much fun I had trying to find someplace that
could administer a Rapid Test…!
But God was merciful, I only had to delay my flight one day, and now I’m in my apartment in Yongin…under strict quarantine for 14
days. I have an app on my phone that tracks my movements (even within my apartment!) and I must take my temperature and submit it along
with a self-diagnostic questionnaire three times a day. I receive at least half a dozen Emergency E-lerts on my phone each day notifying me of
new cases in Yongin and instructing everyone who went to such-and-such a place, on such-and-such a date, to go to the local clinic to be
COVID-tested right away. That, plus the alerts that I have been receiving related to the TWO typhoons that have swept across the Korean
peninsula in the ten days since I got back.
Things are much safer in the U.S., right? Hmm…all you have to do is watch the news and hear about riots (peaceful protests?) and
systemic racism and injustice and political disaster on the horizon (no matter who gets elected, somebody is sure it’ll be the end of the world!)
and…well…it seems like the whole world’s in a first class mess, doesn’t it? Doesn’t matter where you look. “Many are asking ‘Who can show us
any good?’” (Psalm 4:6)
Friends in Christ, I can understand why depression and anxiety and family tensions and all those things are skyrocketing these days.
But don’t forget that God is still in control, and He says “Don’t be afraid! I am with you. I won’t ever leave or forsake you.” It’s at times like
these that trust in God can sustain us even in situations that make
others collapse in fear or helplessness.
God is with us! He knows what each of us is going through.
His love hasn’t gone away. He’s calling us in the middle of the
storm—just like He called to Peter, commanding him to come to Him,
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(See some of the pictures larger at trinkleinfamily.wordpress.com.)
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To support us, you may send a tax-deductible gift to The Lutheran Church—Missouri Synod, P.O. Box 66861, St. Louis, MO 63166-6861 or securely
online through the LCMS website, at lcms.org/trinklein. Make checks payable to the LCMS, writing “Support of Hans Trinklein” on the memo line.
You can also send your gifts to our friends at Mission Central 40718 Highway E-16 Mapleton, IA 51034.

